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What grasshopper species are found in the Cariboo region, BC.

Recognition, identification, life cycle, timing, diet & impacts.

Pest and non-pest - detrimental, neutral, or even beneficial. 

Which kinds are likely to increase or be invasive.

How and when to survey - what to look for. 

Reducing losses to crops and environment.

Can land cover, crop choices, and natural enemies help us?

What would be the likely affects of climate change?

Public observations 
(and citizen science) 
are useful. 
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Current tools for recognition, for 
biodiversity and for agriculture…
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Updates
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…

By province and region

More lists have been published by the National Grasshopper Management 
Board in the USA, USDA/APHIS, and the Biological Survey of Canada
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https://www.zoology.ubc.ca/entomology/main/Orthoptera/

Some museums have collections on-line now.

https://www.zoology.ubc.ca/entomology/main/Orthoptera/


Species lists and surveys exist for some regions of BC



1924

What were the 
grasshoppers of 
concern in the 
past?
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1924



Not much is known about grasshoppers in BC before 1889, but in 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and the USA, it was a periodic emergency, 
caused by a species that is now extinct. 



(…outbreaks in BC were severe in the 1930s, esp. 1944)
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Johnson, D., and Meers, S., 2017

73,000 survey sites in 
Alberta. Note the change in 
recent years to more rapid 
extremes in numbers. 

1970                   1980                    1990                  2000                    2010                   



Riley, Charles V. The locust plague in the United States: being more particularly a 
treatise on the Rocky Mountain locust or so-called grasshopper, as it occurs east of the 
Rocky Mountains, with practical recommendations for its destruction. Chicago: Rand, 
McNally & Co., 1877.



16th-19th century

Rocky Mountain Locust

A catastrophe that resulted in midwestern 

states forming constitutions and organizing 

polices and agriculture departments.  

Some states called them “grasshopper 

constitutions”.



“F-troop on parade at Fort Calgary in 1876.  

The grasshoppers were so numerous they at 

the canvas tents.”
Source: Alberta in the 20th Century, a 

Journalistic History of the Province in 11 

Volumes.  United Western Communications, 

Edmonton. 1991



Mechanical methods





1924

… 1920-1940, 
arsenic and other 
toxins were used 
in bait
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I would add these, 
at least. - Dan

Melanoplus bruneri, 
especially on alfalfa and 
broadleaf crops. 

Other species of 
rangeland grasshoppers 
(several types could 
increase, although most 
are harmless and even 
ecologically valuable)
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Melanoplus bruneri, Bruner's spur-throat grasshopper
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Melanoplus bruneri, Bruner's spur-throat grasshopper



dan.johnson@uleth.ca

Melanoplinae, the spur-throated grasshoppers (includes 

Two-striped, Migratory, Packard’s, Bruner’s, and relatives) 
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Most of what people consider to be grasshoppers 
of British Columbia and Alberta agricultural land…

Acrididae, short-horned grasshoppers.

130 species in Canada; three main subfamilies:

spur-throated - protruding spine on throat area

slant-faced - front profile oblique; sing

band-winged - hind wings often colored

Separate taxonomic families: crickets, 

katydids and bush crickets





short-horned grasshoppers

spur-throated – protruding spine on throat (some pests)

slant-faced - front profile oblique; sing (no pests)

band-winged - hind wings often colored (no pests)

katydids and bush crickets (no pests)

Grasshoppers
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Clear-winged Grasshopper is a species in the band-winged 

family of grasshoppers, but their hind wings (visible in flight) 

are clear.  Pest of cereals and grass, not broadleaf crops.

Pest of pasture grass and cereal crops

Recognition of key grasshopper species in our region, relevant to agriculture.

dan.johnson@uleth.ca



The Clear-winged Grasshopper will likely increase in B.C. grasslands 
under warm, dry conditions. It flies to new sites to breed.



Barley crop removed by clear-winged grasshoppers.  

Coronation, AB.  Aug 29, 2002.
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This species is usually tan, but can appear very dark 

when nearly mature. In all stages, it has a stripe on the 

side of the head, and usually broken bands on the legs. 

Common in British Columbia. May increase.  

Lesser Migratory 

Grasshopper, a pest 

of pulse, oilseeds and 

cereals.

dan.johnson@uleth.ca
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Red-legged Grasshopper

Moister vegetation.  Rarely a 

serious pest in western Canada.



Bruner’s Spur-throated 

Grasshopper.

Like Lesser Migratory 

Grasshopper, but heavier and 

darker. Northern; foothills and 

forest.  Feeds on all crops but 

prefers broad-leaf plants like 

alfalfa. Likely to increase.
dan.johnson@uleth.ca



Melanoplus borealis, northern spur-throat 
grasshopper, may increase but rarely 
becomes a pest
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Breeding and 

egg-laying begin 

in July and 

continues into 

the fall.

Two-striped 

Grasshopper feeds on 

cereals, pasture, and 

broadleaf crops.

dan.johnson@uleth.ca
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Packard’s Grasshopper is often lime-

green before maturity, with pepper 

spots on the back.  It feeds on grasses 

and broadleaf crops and alfalfa. Some 

related species look similar. 
dan.johnson@uleth.ca
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Clear-winged Bruner’s



Trends in 

growing 

season 

length

Graduate 

student Evan 

Booth.

(Booth, E., 

J. Byrne, and 

D. Johnson. 

Climatic 

Changes in 

Western North 

America, 1950 

– 2005)
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"Research has found that 
over the season, 12 to 24 
grasshoppers per square 
metre in bluegrass pasture 
eat as much forage as one 
cow per acre. A population 
of one grasshopper per 
square metre destroys 
about 11 kg of forage per 
hectare per month (10 
lbs/acre/month)."

… it will be apparent.
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Again, damage will be 
apparent.
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Life cycle and 

survey.

Eggs are laid 

about an inch 

into the soil, in 

late summer.  

They are 

typically the 

size of large 

grains of rice.
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A coarse screen can 

be used to check for 

eggpods.  Pods are 

about the size and 

shape of macaroni, 

and have a foam plug 

at the end of the eggs.  

Eggs are the size of 

rice. 

Pest grasshoppers hatch between May 
25 (warm spring) and June 15 (cool 
spring).
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Eggs can be soaked in dilute bleach and examined. Eyes indicate 

that development is under way.  A darker hopper embryo indicates 

that the eggs are close to hatching. 

Underdeveloped              Partly developed                  Ready to hatch



Newly hatched grasshoppers 
(end of May, and early June) 
are very small, but have a 
hopper appearance. 

Not grasshoppers
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Counts in the fall are for the survey.  
Spring notes and collections help to 

improve it.
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Count the approximate 

number per square 

meter (about 10 sq. ft.)
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Appears to be Lesser Migratory Grasshopper, 

Melanoplus sanguinipes, and Clear-winged 

Grasshopper, Camnula pellucida    (-Dan)

Observations by the public are very useful: location 
and year of large numbers
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Appears to be a female lesser migratory grasshopper, 

Melanoplus sanguinipes. 

Red-legged grasshopper, Melanoplus femurrubrum, would 

be more yellow underneath and have less of a barred 

pattern on the hind femur. 

(-Dan)
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Katydids and Bush Crickets are not pests in 

Canada.  Any singing grasshopper is not a pest.  



Little spur-throated grasshopper

On grass, this small species may be confused with the less migratory grasshopper
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Clear-winged Grasshopper sometimes congregate

Turin – Enchant, AB, June 7, 2001
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NOT A PEST: 

A grasshopper that does any of these.

- flies before June.

- has wings highly visible in flight (red, yellow, 

orange or black). 

- sings, calls, clacks, clatters or makes other 

similar sounds, either in flight or on the ground.

- inhabits a crop on a warm day without feeding.

Review of tips… 



Flies, 
crickets, 

diseases 
of insects.

Natural enemies
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Does not feed on cereal crops significantly.  

Feeds lightly on pasture grass.



Metarhizium anisopliae (Deuteromycotina: Hyphomycetes)
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Cultural Control Methods 

• crop and cultivar selection (resistance to feeding) 

• early seeding

• timing control measures (early warning)

• weed control (can reduce egg-laying and survival)

• trap strips. Grasshoppers drawn to the trap strips can be 
economically killed with insecticide. 

• Natural enemies of grasshoppers may reduce numbers.  These 
can include beeflies, fungal diseases, predators, and parasites.


